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INTRODUCTION 
Let k be a field. Then a k-coalgebra is a triple (R, CL, e), where R is a k-space 
(i.e., a vector space over k), and 
P:R+R@,R, e:R-tk 
are linear maps which satisfy the two conditions 
(Co 1) (1 0 P)P = (CL 0 1)~ and 
(Co 2) (e @ 1)~ = 1 = (1 @ e)p. 
Here 1 denotes the identity map on R. It is usual to refer to (R, CL, e) simply 
as R. 
The purpose of this paper is to give a representation theory of k-coalgebras, 
including a “modular theory.” Its two main applications (described in detail 
in Sect. 3.) are 
(1) To the representation theory of an affine (or linear) algebraic 
group G which is defined over k. In this case R = k[G] is the coordinate ring 
of G, which has a k-coalgebra structure inherited from the group structure 
of G (see [2, p. 891). 
(2) Tothe theory of ZocaZ2yfinite representations of anarbitraryk-algebra 
A: by a k-algebra, we mean a linear associative algebra over k with unit 
element 1, and if p is a representation of A over a k-space I’, then p is locally 
finite if dim, p(A)v < CO, for all z, E V. In this case R is a suitably chosen 
subspace of the Y(A, k) of all linear mapsf: A - k (see Sect. 3.3), and the 
coalgebra structure of R is inherited from the algebra structure of A. 
The theory of coalgebras can be regarded as a generalization of Wedder- 
burn’s famous theory of finite-dimensional algebras [13]. For if A is a finite- 
dimensional k-algebra, we may take R = Z(A, k), and then Theorems 1.3b 
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and 1Sg (see Sects. 1.3, 1.5) imply the classical structure theorems on the 
decomposition of &ad A as a direct sum of simple ideals, and of A as a 
direct sum of indecomposable left ideals, respectively (see [1, in particular 
Chap. IX]). It is surprising at first sight that coalgebra theory needs no 
finiteness assumptions. This is because there is a strong “finiteness 
assumption” built into the definition of a coalgebra R, which ensures that 
every “R-module” P’ is locally finite (see Sect. 1 .I); this is ample compensation 
for the lack of “chain conditions” on the lattice of submodules of v. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. Section 1 gives the structure theorems 
for a coalgebra over an arbitrary field k. Section 2 is on modular theory. 
We suppose that v is a discrete valuation on k, and that o, p = no, and F 
are the ring of valuation integers, the maximal ideal of o, and the residue-class 
field o/no, respectively. It is assumed further that the k-coalgebra R contains 
a “free o-form” r (see Sect. 2.1); this corresponds to an “o-order” or “domain 
of integrity” in Brauer’s modular theory of a finite-dimensional k-algebra A 
([4]; see also [ll; I, Sect. 9.81). S = P/GT~ can be regarded as an F-coalgebra, 
and the “modular reduction” of representations of R to representations of S 
proceeds as in Brauer’s theory. In particular, decomposition numbers can be 
defined, as in the classical case (Sect. 2.5). 
Section 3 is devoted to applications and examples. The most topical of 
these applications is to the modular theory of linear algebraic groups (Sect. 3.2); 
our account of this is based on work of Chevalley ([7]; see also [3, Sects. 3,4]). 
1. THE STRUCTURE OF A COALGEBRA 
Throughout this section, the field k and the k-coalgebra R = (R, IL, e) 
are fixed. Vector spaces over k are called k-spaces, and linear maps between 
such k-spaces are called k-maps. The notations dim and @ are abbreviations 
for dim, and 0,; . 
1.1. The category M(R). 
A left R-module is, by definition, a pair (V, T) where V is a k-space and 
T: V + V @ R is a k-map which satisfies 
(Ml) (T @ 1)~ = (l,, @ P)T, and 
(M2) (ly @e)T = lr,. 
Here 1 denotes the identity map on R, and 1 y the identity map on V. A 
right R-module is a pair (V, a) where V is a k-space and U: V -+ R @ V is a 
k-map which satisfies 
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(M’l) (1 @ a)a = (p @ ly)c, and 
(M’2) (e @ 1”)U = 1”. 
If R, = (4 , p1 ,4 and & = (4, p2 , e.J are both k-coalgebras, then an 
(R, , R&module is a triple (V, ‘pi , ~a) such that (V, rr) is a left RI-module, 
(V, ~a) is a right R,-module, and there holds also 
(MvI”) (a, 0 11) 71 = (1, 0 TJ 0‘2. 
In this last equation, li denotes the identity map on Ri (i = I, 2). 
EXAMPLE. The coalgebra axioms (Col), (Co2) show that (R, CL) is both 
a left and a right R-module. These are called the left and right regular R- 
modules, respectively. The same axioms also show that (R, p, CL) is an (R, R)- 
module- the regular (R, R)-module. 
LetM(R) denote the category whose objects are all left R-modules, and 
whose morphisms are R-morphisms defined thus: If V = (V, T) and V’ = 
(V’, 7’) are left R-modules, then an R-morphism 0: V + V’ is a k-map which 
satisfies 
If V = (I’, T) is a left R-module (we write “I/E M(R)” for short) then a 
submodule W of I; is a k-subspace of T/such that r(W) < W @ R; it is clear 
that then (W, T: W + W @ R) is a left R-module. 7 also induces a map 
?: V/W+ (V/W) @ R, and V/W = (V/W, -) . r is a left R-module. All the 
usual “homomorphism theorems” hold in M(R), as they would in the category 
Mod(A) of J-modules and A-morphisms where A is a ring; in fact we shall 
see (Remark 2, below) that M(R) can be embedded in such a category Mod(A); 
this gives the easiest way of proving the homomorphism theorems inM(R), 
and that M(R) is an Abelian category. M(R) admits direct sums: A family 
(( 1/1\ , T,\)),,~., of objects (V, , TJ E M(R) has direct sum (V, T), where V = 
xn P-,+ (direct sum of k-spaces) and 7: Y -+ V @ R is the composite of 
C T,,: x C’,, - C ( Vn @ R) with the natural k-isomorphism C ( Vn @ R) - 
(C VA) @ R. In general, no direct product exists in M(R); this is because 
there is in general no natural k-isomorphism D,( V, @ R) + (17,VA) @ R. 
The intersection nA W,, and sum1 CA WA of any set { WJnsn of submodules 
of an object Z’E M(R), are both submodules of V. The submodule (S) 
generated by a subset S of V is defined to be the intersection of the set of all 
submodules W of V such that S is contained in W. 
Remark 1. Categories M’(R) and M”(R, , R,) can be constructed, whose 
1 A sum C VA is not assumed to be direct, unless (as in the paragraph above) this 
is expressly indicated. 
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objects are all right R-modules, and all (R, , R,)-modules, respectively. 
Morphisms between objects (V, a), (V’, u’) in M’(R) are called (vight) 
R-morphisms; they are the k-maps 8: I’ ---f V’ which satisfy 0’8 == (r9 @ 1)~. 
Morphisms between objects (V, r1 , us), (V’, or’, ua’) in M”(R, , R2) are called 
(R, , R,)-morphisms; they are the k-maps 0: V + V’ which are both mor- 
phisms (V, TJ + (I”, pi’) in M(R,) and also morphisms (V, crs) + (V’, ~a’) 
in M’(R,). The usual prefixes iso, mono, epi, endo, etc., are applied to mor- 
phisms in categories M(R), M’(R), and M”(R, , R2), in the same way as they 
are applied to morphisms of modules over rings. 
Remark 2. If R = (R, p, e) is a k-coalgebra, then the dual space A = 
Hom,(R, k) of R becomes a k-algebra; the product o$ of elements (L, fi E il 
is defined by a/3 = (a @ 8)~: R + k. The axioms (Co l), (Co 2) ensure that 
this multiplication is associative, and that e E A is the unit element of A. 
Every (left) R-module (V, T) gives rise to a (left, unital) A-module A V 
having V as underlying space; the product 012, of elements OL E A, v E V is 
defined by 01v = (1 @ a) T(U). The axioms (Ml), (M2) ensure that OI(@) == 
(c+)v and ez~ = v, for all cu, /3 E A and v E V. Moreover, if (I’, T), ( V’, 7’) E M(R) 
then a k-map 0: P + V’ is an R-morphism if and only if 0: A V + ,,,V’ is 
a homomorphism of A-modules. Therefore the correspondence (V, T) + AV 
embeds M(R) as a full subcategory of Mod(A). This full subcategory is also 
closed to taking subobjects, since a k-subspace W of V is a submodule of 
(V, T), if and only if it is a submodule in the usual sense of A V. 
We shall see in Section 1.2 that every R-module (V, r) is locally finite. 
It follows then that the A-module A Y is locally finite. 
Remark 3. Invariant matrices. Let (V, T) be a left R-module, and 
{vi}iel a k-basis of V. Then there hold equations 
7(Vj) = 1 vi @ tij (i E 0 
ial 
(1.1.1) 
in which the tij are well-defined elements of R. The matrix T = (tij), whose 
row and column suffixes range over the index set I, is called the invariant 
matrix for R aforded by the basis (v~}~~, of V = (V, 7). Although I may well be 
infinite, T is column-jinite; i.e., for each j E I, the set {i E I: tij # 0} (called 
the support of column j of T) is finite. In fact, this set is the support of the 
sum in (1.1. I), which must be finite by the definition of V @ R. 
From (1.1.1) one finds, using the module axioms (Ml), (M2), 
&j) = 1 hh @ thk 
hsI 
and e(tfj) = Sij (i,jEI), (1.1.2) 
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where aij is the Kronecker symbol. These equations may be written in the 
shorter forms 
/I = T @ T and e(T) = h, (1.1.3) 
where 6, is the unit I x I-matrix over k. 
Conversely, let I be any set. Then an I x I-matrix T = (tij) with coeffi- 
cients tij E R (i, j E I) is called an invariant matrix for R, if T is column-finite 
and satisfies (1.1.3). Such a matrix is always obtainable as the invariant matrix 
afforded by a basis {z+}~~, of a suitable R-module V = (V, T); we take any 
k-space having a basis {vi} indexed by I, and then use Eqs. (1.1) to define 
T: I/--+ V@R. 
1.2. Coefficient Spaces 
It is useful to start with some elementary remarks about tensor products 
of k-spaces. Let X, Y be k-spaces, and {fijior, (7j}ieJ be k-bases of X, Y, 
respectively. Every element u of X @ Y can be written 
u=~xjO~j=~EiOyj, 
7e.l &I 
and the elements x3 E X, yi E Y are uniquely determined by u. It follows that 
if X’, Y’ are subspaces of X, Y, respectively, and if u E X’ @ Y’, then all the 
xj must lie in X’, and all the yi must lie in Y’. 
Now let U = {u~}~~~ be any subset of X @ Y, its elements uA being 
suitably labeled by an index set A. For each A E A, 
with the x1 j E X, y,,( E Y. Define the left span 9(U) of U to be the k-subspace 
of X generated by the x,,~ (A E A, j E /), and the right spun W(U) of U to be 
the k-subspace of Y generated by the yni (A E A, i E I). From the remarks 
above, it is clear that 
9(U) is the intersection of all subspaces X’ < X such that U < X’ @ Y. 
Similarly B(U) is the intersection of all subspaces Y’ < Y such that U < 
X @ Y’. It follows that Z’(U), W(U) are independent of the bases {si}, {Q}, and 
that 
u < 9(U) @W(U). (1.2.1) 
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If 7J has only one element u, write P(u), 98(u) for P(U), B(U). Suppose 
that 
u= iXhOYh, 
h=l 
(1.2.2) 
with x1 ,..., x,EXandy,,...,y,EY. 
(1.2a) If(1.2.2) h as minimal length n among all such expressions for u, then 
{Xl ... x,} is a basis for S(u), and { y1 ,..,, yn} is a basis for B(u). Hence S(u) 
and B?(u) both have$nite dimension n. 
The minimality of n shows that both {xi ,..., xn} and { yi ,..., yn} are 
linearly independent sets. Each can, therefore, be extended to give a basis, 
of X, Y, respectively. Then by definition Z(U), 6%‘(u) are generated by 
{Xl ,..., x,}, ( y1 ,..., yn}, respectively. This proves (1.2a). 
Theorem (1.2a) has the important consequence that every left R-module 
I’ = (V, T) is locally finite, i.e., that the submodule (v) generated by any 
element ZI E I’ is finite-dimensional. This is proved in the next proposition. 
It is clear that a similar proof shows that every right R-module is locally 
finitez-we shall leave the reader to supply statements and proofs of this and 
other “right” analogs of theorems given in this section. 
(1.2b). Let V = (V, T) E M(R). 
(i) If W is a submodule of V, then Y(T( W)) = W. 
(ii) If S is a subset of V, then 9(,(S)) = (S). In particular, if 7;’ is any 
element of V, then (v) is equal to the$nite-dimensional space 9(7(v)). 
(i) r(W)< W@Rb y dfi t e ni ion of a submodule, hence W > Z(T( W)). 
To prove that W < L?(T( W)), take w E W, and write T(W) = C wiL @ rh , 
where this is a “minimal” expression of T(W) as element of W @ R. By 1.2a, 
~(T(w)) has {wh} as basis. By (M2), w = (1 V 0 e) I = C e(rh) wk . 
Therefore, w E Z(r( W)), and (i) is proved. 
(ii) It follows from (i) that, for any submodule W of V, W > S if and 
only if W = dio(~( W)) 2 S(T(S)). Hence (S) = 9(,(S)). The rest of (1.2b) 
is now clear. 
DEFINITION. Let V = (V, T) E M(R). Then the coe@cient space cf(V) 
of V is defined by cf( V) = S?(T( V)). 
2 It is clear, then, that every (R, , R&module is locally finite. 
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Thus cf( V) is a subspace of R. By (1.2.1) we have 
T(V) < v lg cf( V). (1.2.3) 
The following are equally immediate consequences of the definition, 
(1.2~) Let (V, T), (V’, 4) E M(R). 
(i) If 0: V ---f V’ is an R-morphism, then cf(8( V)) < cf( V). If V s V’, 
then cf( V) = cf( V’). 
(ii) Let W be a szzbmodule of V. Then cf( W) < cf( V) and cf( V/ W) < 
cf( v 
(iii) If{ VA},,EA is any set of submodulks of V, then cf (xA VA) = C,, cf ( VA). 
Suppose that T = (tij) is the invariant matrix which is afforded by a basis 
(YQ}~~, of V (see Sect. 1.1). From Eqs. (1.1 .I ), and from the definition of the 
right span, we have 
(1.2d) cf (V) is the k-subspace of R generated by the coeficients tij (i, j E I) 
of T. 
This is usually the most effective way of calculating cf (V). It is also, of course, 
the reason for the term “coefficient space.” 
(1.2e) Let C = cf (V). Then p(C) < C @ C. C is an (Ii, R)-submodule 
of R. 
Equations (1.1.2), together with (1.2d), give p(C) < C @ C. But any 
subspace C of R which satisfies r(C) < C @ C is an (R, R)-submodule of R, 
since it is a left submodule of R = (R, CL) (because p(C) < C @ R) and also 
a right submodule of R = (R, p) (b ecause p(C) ,( R @ C). This proves 
(1.2e). 
(1.2f) Let V be a left submodule of R = (R, CL). Then V < cf( V). If I/ is 
an (R, R)-submodule of R, then V (still regarded as left R-module) is equal to cf (V). 
If V is a left submodule of R, then p(V) < V @ cf (V), by (1.2.3). There- 
fore V = (e @ 1) p(V) < cj( V). If V is an (R, R)-submodule of R, then 
p(V) < I7 @ V (cf. the proof of (1.2e)). But this implies cf (V) = 9@(V)) < 
I/, and so completes the proof of (1.2f). 
Suppose that V = (V, r) E M(R). Then C = cf (V) can be regarded as a 
left R-module, by (1.2e). We shall prove next that V can be embedded in a 
direct sum of copies of C, while C is a homomorphic image of a direct sum of 
copies of V (these results are well-known in case dim V < 03~). To this end, 
3 See [6, expost 41. 
481/41/I-10 
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let X be any k-space. Then (X @ V, IX @ T) is a left R-module, which we 
denote (X) @ V. The parentheses are to indicate that X is a “dummy,” 
i.e., intervenes only as a k-space. 
(X) @ V is a direct sum of copies of V, for if {ziIie, is any k-basis of X, then 
(X) @ V is the direct sum of the submodules xi @ I/’ (i E I), each of which 
is isomorphic to V. 
(1.2g) Let V == (V, T) E M(R), and C = <f(V) E M(R). 
(i) T: V 4 V @ R induces an R-monomorphism of V into (V) @ C. 
(ii) Let {viJie, be a k-basis of V, and let (fi}is, be the set of elements of 
I/* = Hom,( V, k) de$ned by fi(vj) = 6, (i,i E I). Let VO* be the subspuce 
of V* generated by { fi}ic, . Then there is an R-epimorphism c: (If,,*) @ V + C 
given by c( f @ u) = (f @ 1) T(U) (V E V, f E V,“). 
(i) 7 has a left inverse 1 V @ e, by axiom (M2) (Sect. 1.1). Hence 7 is 
injective. Axiom (M 1) shows that 7 is a left R-morphism of V into (V) @ R. 
But T( J’) :< V @ C by (I .2.3). This proves (i). 
(ii) c(fi @ vj) = (fi @ 1) ‘(zi) = tij, by (1.1.1). Therefore c is a 
k-epimorphism, because the tij (i,i E I) generate C. c is an R-morphism, 
because PC = (c @ l)( I* @ T) (1 * is the identity map on V,*). This can be 
verified by calculating the images of both sides on fi @ zjj (;,i EI), and then 
using (I. 1.2). Th is completes the proof of (I .2g). 
Remark. If V is of finite dimension, then V,* = V*, and one may 
construct a right R-module (V*, T*), by defining 
T*(fj) = C tji Ofi (j E 4. 
isl 
J/* = (V*, T*) is called the dual of V = (V, T). It is at once clear that 
(Jf” @ v, 1* @7., T* @ 1) is an (R, R)-module, and that the map c: 
V* @ V - C is an (R, R)-morphism. 
However, this can be sharpened. Write ( , ) for the natural bilinear map 
V* x V ---f k, i.e., (f, V) = f (a), for f E V* and v E V. The ring E = 
End,(V) of all R-endomorphisms of V acts naturally on V on the left. Make E 
act on V* on the right by saying that (fa, v) = (f, av), for all f E V*, 
01 E E, z, E J’. Then V* gE V is, by definition, the quotient of V* @ V by 
the k-subspace / of V* @ V generated by all elements fa @ z' -f @ wu 
(fEV", 01 E E, ZJ E V). By routine calculations, one verifies that J is an 
(R, R)-submodule of V* @ V, and that c(J) = 0. We have now 
(1.2h) Let V = (V, T) E M(R), dim V < co. Then with the notation 
above, I/* ge V is an (R, R)- mo u e, d 1 and the map c of (1.2g) induces an 
(R, R)-epimorphism ?: JT* aE V + C. 
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1.3. Simple R-Modules, Decomposition of Socle of R 
A module V, object of one of the categories M(R), M’(R) or M”(R, , R,), 
is called simple if V # 0 and V has no submodules except V and 0. Since V 
is locally finite, every simple module is finite-dimensional. This reduces the 
study of simple R-modules to that of simple, finite-dimensional modules over 
the k-algebra A = Hom,(R, k) (see Sect. 1.1, Remark 2). 
Let T = (tij) be the invariant matrix afforded by a basis {~l~}~~, of a simple 
R-module V E M(R). 1 I / = rz is finite, and we identify End,(V), by means 
of the same basis of V, with the algebra k, of all n x n matrices over K. The 
A-module A V is simple, and gives a representation p: A + End,(V), where 
p(a) = T(a) = (a(tij)) for all iy E A. The classical theory of Wedderburn- 
Jacobson4 says that D = End&V) = End,(V) is a division algebra, and 
that p(A) = End,,(V). 
If a1 ,..., q are elements of -4, such that {~(a~),..., ~(a~)} is a k-basis of p(A), 
then clearly {Gr ,..,, gf} is a basis of C*, where C = cf (V), and Cu denotes the 
restriction of 01 E A to C. Therefore, dim C = dim C* = dim p(A) = 
dim End,(V) = dim V* aD V. This proves the first part of 
(1.3a) Let V E M(R) be simple. 
(i) dim(V) is finite, D = End,(V) zs a division algebra, and the (R, R)- 
epimorphism 
c: v* @go I/+ cf(V) (1.3.1) 
of (1.2h) is an isomorphism. 
(ii) Let m = dim,,(V). Then cf (V) is isomorphic, as left R-module, 
to a direct sum of m copies of V. Every left R-submodule of R, which is isomor- 
phic to V, is contained in cf (V). 
(iii) I/* E M’(R) is simple, and cf (V*) = cf (V) is isomorphic, as right 
R-module, to a direct sum of m copies of V*. Every right submodule of R, which 
is isomorphic to V*, is contained in cf (V). 
(iv) cf (V) is a simple (R, R)-module. Every simple (R, R)-submodule of R 
is equal to cf (V) for some simple V E M(R). 
(i) has been proved already. 
(ii) V* has D-dimension m, since dim V = dim V*. Let (fr ,...,fPll} 
be a D-basis of V*. Then V* @o V is the direct sum of the m left R-modules 
fi @ v s v (i = I,..., m). The last statement in (ii) is a corollary of (I .2f). 
(iii) It is clear that V* is simple, By definition, cf(V*) = P(r*(V*)). 
4 See [lo, p. 4451. 
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Then (1.2.4) shows that cf( V*) is generated as k-space by the tij (i, i E I), 
hence cf( V*) = cf( I’) by (1.2d). Th e rest of (iii) goes by analogy with (ii). 
(iv) Let C’ # 0 b e an (R, R)-submodule of cf( V). By (ii), C’, as left 
module, is a sum of copies of V. Therefore cf(C’) = cf( V) by (1.2c), while 
C’ = cf(C’) by (1.2f). Thus C’ = c.(V), and so cf( V) is simple. Conversely, 
if S is any simple (R, Ii)- su b module of R, then S must contain a simple left 
R-submodule, I’, say. Then 5’ = d(S) > d(V), and the simplicity of S 
implies s = cf( V). The proof of (I .3a) is now complete. 
If W is a module, in one of the categories M(R), M’(R) or M”(R,, R,), 
then the socle (T(W) of W is defined to be the sum of all simple submodules 
of W. W is said to be semisimple if u(W) = W. Standard arguments5 for 
modules over rings can be used to show that any semisimple W can be written 
as a direct sum of simple submodules of W, and that the class ‘$ of all semi- 
simple modules (in the appropriate category) is closed in the following sense: 
Let V, W be objects in the category. Then 
PI. If VE‘$and I/ W, then WE‘@ 
P2. If VE’g and W -< V, then WE(u and V/WE$~. 
P3. If V = C VA is the sum of a family of submodules VA of k’, all of 
whom lie in ‘B, then V E ‘$3. 
In general, any class ‘1, of modules, in one of M(R), M’(R) or M”(R, , R.J, 
is called a pseudovariety if ‘$ is not empty, and if PI, P2, P3 hold. 
(13) Let {SS>LW be a full set of simple left R-modules, so that every simple 
V E M(R) is isomorphic to S, , for exactly one fi in the index set B. Let Q = 
End,(S,), do = dim(D)s and m4 = dimDp Ss , so that mod, = dim(Sa) 
(B E B). 
By (1.3a)(ii) we can write cf (s,) as the direct sum of mB left submodules Soi 
(i = I,..., me> of cf (SO), each of which is isomorphic to S, . 
(i) Let U(R) denote the socle of R, in M(R). Then 
u(R) = B;Bcf(&) = c (&I, 0 *** 0 %ns), (1.3.2) 
4EB 
and these sums are direct. o(R) is the socle of R in M’(R), and in M”(R, R). 
{ss*>BEL? is a full set of simple right R-modules. 
(ii) If a(R) = LA WA is any decomposition of a(R) as direct sum of a set 
{ WA}AEA of simple W,, E M(R), then f or each g E B, the set (1(/I) = (A E A: 
5 See [IO, p. 4411. 
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WA E S,} contains exactly m, members, and the sum of the W,(X E A(p)) 
is cf(&). 
(i) o(R) is a sum of simple submodules V E M(R), and each V is isomor- 
phic to some S, . Hence o(R) = C V < x cf( V) (by (1.2f)) < Co cf(S,). 
But & cf(.S,) = C (A’,, @ ... @ Se,?,,) ,( u(R), and therefore (1.3.2) holds. 
To show the sum is direct, we must prove that cf (S,) n &,EB, cf (Sg) = 0, 
for any j3 E B and any finite subset 3’ of B such that p $ B’. But this follows 
by a standard application of the Jordan-Holder theorem, since all the modules 
involved have finite composition series in M(R). The other statements of (i) 
are easy consequences of (I .3a). 
(ii) Clearly {A@): /3 E B} is a partition of A. Let C,’ = &A(aj WA . 
We have a direct sum u(R) = & Ca’, and by (1.2f), C,’ < cf (S,) for all 
/3 E B. Comparison with (1.3.2) shows that Ca’ = cf (S,), all /3 E B. Now (ii) 
follows. This completes the proof of (1.3b). 
The socle a(R) of a coalgebra R, takes the place of the radical in the 
classical theory of algebras: the decomposition (1.3.2) of a(R) corresponds 
to Wedderburn’s decomposition of A/rad A, where A is a K-algebra of finite 
dimension. 
(1.3~) Let V E M(R). Then V is semisimple if and onZy q cf (V) < u(R). 
In particular, every V in M(R) is semisimple, if and only if o(R) = R; 
a coalgebra R with this property is called a semisimple coalgebra. 
Theorem (1.3~) is deducible from a general property of pseudovarieties. 
Let ‘$3 be any pseudovariety of left R-modules. It is clear that every V E M(R) 
contains a unique maximal submodule ‘p(V) belonging to ‘$!. In particular, 
let ‘@3(R) denote the maximal left R-submodule of R belonging to s$. Then 
we have the following proposition ((1.3~) follows from part (i), by taking ‘$3 
to be the class of all semisimple left R-modules). 
(1.3d) (i) Let VEM(R). Then VE!# ifand only ;fcf(V) <‘$3(R). 
(ii) There holds 
(1.3.3) 
Hence ‘$3(R) is an (R, R)-submodule of R. 
(i) Let C = cf (I’), regarded as left R-module. If VE ‘$3, then CE $3 
since C is homomorphic image of a sum of copies of V ((1.2g)); hence 
C < ‘Q(R). If C < ‘$3(R), then C E Cp, hence V/TE ‘YJ3 since V is embeddable 
in a sum of copies of C. 
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(ii) Let F denote the right side of (1.3.3). Then F < Q(R), by (i). 
But (P(R) < cf(‘$(R)) by (1.2f), therefore ‘@(R) < F. This completes the 
proof of (1.3d), since each cf( I’) is an (R, R)-submodule of R. 
Theorem (1.3d) has the corollary that there is a one-one correspondence 
between the set of all (R, R)-submodules P of R, and the class of all pseudo- 
varieties !$I in M(R). For, given P, define f(P) = {V E M(R): cf (V) ,( P]. 
This is a pseudovariety in M(R), by (1.2~). Conversely, given ‘$, define 
g(‘p) = Q(R), which we have just seen is an (R, R)-submodule of R. Now 
(1.3d) (i) shows that f (g(‘!@)) = p f or all ‘p, while (1.3d) (ii), together with 
the fact that P = <f(P) E f (P), gives g( f (P)) = P for all P. This shows that 
there is a one-one correspondence P ++ ‘$ of the kind required, such that P, 
‘$I correspond if and only if ‘$ = f(P) and P = g((p). 
1.4. Loewy Series 
It is our aim to extend the decomposition (1.3.2) of o(R) to a decomposition 
of R as direct sum of indecomposable left R-submodules of R. This will be 
done inductively, extending the decomposition to successive terms of the 
Loewy series6 of R. 
Every R-module I/ E M(R) has a Loewy series 
0 = u=(V) < ul(V) < u2(V) < . . . . (1.4.1) 
defined as follows: u,,( I’) = 0, and if n 3 I, u,(V) is the unique submodule 
of V such that u~( I’) 3 a,-r(V) and u,( V)/U~-~(V) = u( V/u,-,( V)). One 
can make analogous definitions in the categories M’(R) and M”(R,, R,). 
Let 6 denote the class of all semisimple left R-modules. Then by an 
elementary argument of a kind familiar in group theory, and which will be 
omitted, one has 
(1.4a) Let VEM(R)andletnbeaninteger,n > l.LetO < VI < ... < 
V, be an G-series in V, i.e., the Vi are submodules of V, and Vi/V,-l E 6 
(i = I,..., n). Then V, < u,(V). 
In this sense, (1.4.1) is the “largest” G-series in V. 
(I.4b) Let V, V’ E M(R), and let n be an integer, n 3 1. 
(i) If W is a submodule of V, then u,(W) = W n u,(V). 
(ii) If 0: V --f V’ is an R-morphism, then e(uJ V)) < a,( V’). 
(iii) If V = CA VA is a direct sum of modules VA E M(R), then u,(V) = 
CA %(Vd 
c See [l, 59.41. 
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(i) Apply (1.4a), with Vi = ui( IV). This gives uJW) < un( V). Apply 
(1.4a) again, to the G-series 0 < W n q(V) < ... < W n u,(V) in W. We 
get W n u,(V) .< u,(W), and (i) is proved. 
(ii) Clearly, 0 ,< B(ar( V)) < ... < B(u,( V)) is an G-series in V’. 
Therefore 0(u,( V)) < u,( V’). 
(iii) 0 < x ui(VJ < ... < C u,(V,) is an G-series in V, hence 
23 u,(V,+) < u,(V). Now let x = C X~ E u,(V). Apply the projection VT~: 
I’+ V,, . By (ii), X~ = n,(x) E u,( VA), for all h. Therefore x EC a,( V,). So 
we have proved that u,J V) < C a,( I’J, and this completes the proof of 
(1.4b). 
Remark. It follows easily from (1.4b) that the class 6, of all V E M(R) 
such that u,(V) = V, is a pseudovariety. For any I/‘, the maximal submodule 
G*(V) belonging to 6, , is u,(V). Of course 6, is the same as 6. 
Every module V E M(R) is locally finite. So if V # 0, I’ contains at least 
one simple submodule, hence u(V) f 0. Therefore the Loewy series (1.4.1) 
is strictly ascending, unless and until it reaches a term u,( I’) = V. If dim( I’) 
is finite, there must be some n > 0 with u,(V) = V. Any I’ E M(R) is the 
union of its finite-dimensional submodules. Putting these remarks together 
with (1.4b) (i), we deduce 
(1.4c) If = (J u,(q for any V E M(R). 
n>O 
Another consequence of the fact that I’ + 0 implies u(V) # 0, is the 
following. 
(1.4d) Let V, V’ E M(R), and let 8: V + V’ be an R-morphism. Then 0 is 
monomorphic if and only if the restriction of 0 to u(V) is monomorphic. 
Clearly this restriction is monomorphic if 0 is, Conversely, if the restriction 
is monomorphic, we have 0 = u( I’) n Ker 0 .= u(Ker 0) by (1.4b) (i). Hence 
Ker B = 0, and so @ is monomorphic. 
We shall have to deal with the algebra E(V) = End,(Y) of all R-endo- 
morphisms of a module VE M(R). If 0 E E(V), then 0(u,( V)) < u,(V) for 
alln > 0, by (1.4b) (ii). Therefore the set 
E,(V) = (CY E E( V): oI(c&( V)) = 0) 
is an ideal of E(V). It is clear that 
E(V) = E,(V) 3 q V) > . . . . 
(1.4e) E,,(V) E,(V) < Em+J V), for all integers m, 12 3 0. 
It is enough to prove that $?(u,,~+~ (V)) = 0, for any LY E E,(V), fi E E,(V). 
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Write Wr = ,B(u,.+,(V)), for r = l,..., m. Then 0 < W, < ... < W, is an 
G-series of V, hence W, = /?(a,+,( V)) < a,(V) by (1.4a). Therefore 
orl3(%+, (V)) = 0. 
1.5. Injectives in M(R) 
M(R) is an Abelian category, and we may define injective objects in it: 
an R-module I E M(R) is injective if, given U, V E M(R), U < V and any 
R-morphism ,B: U + I, then ,!I can be extended to an R-morphism 01: V--f I. 
As usual,’ any direct summand of an injective module is injective, and ;f I < 
V E M(R) and I is injective, then I is a direct summand of V. Moreover, for any 
I E M(R), I is injective if and only if the functor Hom,( , I): M(R) + Mod(k) 
is exact. 
The supply of injective modules in M(R) is assured by the following 
proposition. 
(1.5a) Let X be any k-space. Then the left R-module (X) @ R (see Sect. 1.2) 
is injective. 
COROLLARY. Any left R-module V = (V, T) can be embedded in an injective 
module. 
For the map T: V + (V) @ R is an R-monomorphism (see the proof of 
(l%)(i)). 
Proof of (1 Sa). Take any V = ( V, T) in M(R), and let B,, E Hom,( V, X). 
Then 0 = (0, @ 1)~ E Hom,(V, (X) @ R), since r and 0, @ 1 are both 
R-morphisms. Moreover, we can 
recover ~9, from 8, because (1, @ +9 = (lx 0 +9 = (Ix @ e)(&, @ 1)~ = 
B,( 1 v @ e)7 = e, . 
Conversely, given 0 E Hom,( V, (X) @ R), define 0, E Hom,( V, X) by 
0, = (1, @ $3. Then (0, @ 1)~ = (1, @ e @ l)(e @ l)T = (1, @ e @ 1) 
(1, @ p)e (since 0 is an R-morphism) = (1, @ I)0 = 8. 
Thus the correspondence S, -+ B defines a k-isomorphism 
5~: HomdV, X) - H-AK (4 0 R>, 
‘See [S, p. 81. 
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and we get from these k-isomorphism a natural isomorphism 5 between the 
two contravariant functors Hom,( , X) and Hom,( , (X) @ R): M(R) -+ 
Mod(k). But it is clear that Hom,( , X) is exact (this is because X is an injective 
object in Mod(k)), hence Hom,( , (X) @ R) is exact, hence (X) @ R is 
injective. 
(1.5b) Let {ELI be a set of injective modules in M(R). Then their direct 
sum I = zA I, is also injective. 
This is a little bizarre at first sight-one expects the direct product of 
injectives, rather than their direct sum, to be injective. In fact our category 
M(R) is not closed to the formation of direct products. 
To prove (1.5b), let I,, = (IA , T,,) (X E /l) and I = (1, 7). By definition 
(see Sect. 1.1) 7 is the composite of C TV: 1 = C I,, -+ x (IA @ R) with the 
natural isomorphism /3: C (IA @ R) -+ I @ R. For each h, ~~(1~) is a direct 
summand of (1J @ R, because ~,,(1,) E IA is injective. Hence (C T~)(C IA) = 
x7,(1,) is a direct summand of x ((1, @ R). Applying /3 (which is a left 
R-morphism) we see that ~(1) is a direct summand of (I) @ R. Since ~(1) s I 
and (I) @ R is injective, (1.5b) follows. 
(1 SC) Let I, I’ be injective modules in M(R). 
(i) Any R-morphism cy: I + I’ which induces an isomorphism of u(I) onto 
a(Z’), is an isomorphism. 
(ii) I z I’ if and onZy if u(I) z o(I’). 
(i) If 01 induces an isomorphism u(l) -+ u(l’), then (Y is monomorphic 
by (1.4d). Thus LX(~) is an injective submodule of I’, hence I’ = ~(1) @ I” 
for some submodule I” of I. By (1.4b), u(r) = u(or(.Z)) @ u(Y) > or(u(l)) @ 
u(Y). But by hypothesis or(u(1)) = ~(1’). So we must have a(l”) = 0. hence 
I” = 0, i.e., OL is surjective. This proves (i). 
(ii) I s 1’ implies u(l) E u(l’), trivially. Conversely, if /?: u(l) + or 
is an isomorphism, the injective property of I’ shows that there exists LY: I -+ I 
which extends /3. But this (Y must be an isomorphism by (i). This completes 
the proof of (1.5~). 
An R-morphism 0: V -+ I in M(R) is called a minimal injective embedding 
of V, if 1 is injective and 19 induces an isomorphism u(V) + u(I); when such 
a 8 exists, we say that I is an injective cover (or injective envelope) of V. A 
minimal injective embedding is always an R-monomorphism, of course, 
by (1.4d). 
(15d). Let 8: V + I, 8’: V + I’ be minimal injective embeddings of V. 
Then there is an isomorphism 01: I --f I’ such that c& = 8’. In particular, any 
two injective covers of V are isomorphic. 
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Since I’ is injective, the map 8’0-l: e(1) + 1’ can be extended to an R- 
morphism (Y: I -+ I’. But 01 induces an isomorphism of o(l) onto I, and so 
is an isomorphism by (1 SC). Clearly, cu0 = 0’. This completes the proof 
of (ISd). 
In order to show that every left R-module has an injective cover, we use 
Brauer’s famous “idempotent lifting process.“8 
(1.5e) Let I E M(R) be injective, and q an idempotent in the aZgebra 
End,(@)). Then there exists an idempotent E in E(I) = End,(l), such that E 
extends <I . 
It is enough to construct a sequence Ed , E* ,... of idempotents such that 
E, E End,(cr,(l)), and E, extends E,_, , for all n 2 2. For since I = u u,(I) 
(by (1 .4c)), there is a unique k-map c: I ---f I which extends all the E, . It is 
easy to check that E E End,(l), and E is clearly idempotent, therefore all is well. 
To construct the sequence, assume inductively that we have cl , ~a ,..., E, for 
some fixed n > 1. Injectivity of I ensures that E,: a,(l) + a,(l) can be 
extended to an R-morphism rTT,: I - I. Let 0 = rrn2 - rrTT, . Then 6’ vanishes 
on o,(l), i.e., 6’ lies in &,(I) (see (1.4e)). Put ~~+i = rr, + 0 - 2&r, . Just as 
in Brauer’s proof (see [l, p. 1011) one finds nr,,, - rn+i = 4e3 - 3e2, which 
lies in (E,(1))2 < k&(l) -< E,+,(I), by (1.4e). So raf, induces on ~,+~(l) 
an R-endomorphism cntl which is idempotent, and which extends l n . This 
completes the induction, and with it the proof of (I .5e). 
Now let Z’ = (V, T) be any left R-module. By (1.5a), T: V - (V) @ R 
embeds V R-monomorphically into the injective left R-module J = (V) @ R. 
Then 7(0(V)) < a(/), and because u(/) is semisimple, T(u(V)) is comple- 
mented in u(J). In otherwords, there exists an idempotent pi E End,(u(J)) 
such that cr(u(j)) = ~(u( V)). By (1.5e), th ere exists an idempotent E E End,(J) 
which extends <I . Let I = c(J). Since J = 1 @ (I J - E)J, I is injective. 
An easy calculation shows that u(1) = u(c(J)) = ci(u(J)) = ~(u(l’)). There- 
fore 0 = ET: V + I induces an isomorphism of u(V) onto u(1). We have now 
proved 
(1.5f) If V E M(R), then there exists a minimal injective embedding 0: 
V - I in M(R). In particular, every V E M(R) h as at least one injective cover 
I E M(R). 
We are now in a position to prove the main structure theorem for k-co- 
algebras. 
(1%) Let ~~B~BE~ be a full set of simple modules in M(R), and let m, (p E B) 
be defined as in (1.3b). For each t!l E B, choose an injective cover IB of S, _ 
8 See [I, $9.31. 
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(i) {Ie}eEB is a full set of indecomposable injectives in M(R). 
(ii) There exist left R-submodules IDi of R (/3 E B, i = I,..., me) such that 
R = c C&l 0 . .. 0 Ima) (direct sum). 
BE3 
(1.5.1) 
This decomposition extends the decomposition (1.3.2) of a(R), a(Iei) = Sei , and 
Iei g Ie for all /3 E B, i r I ,,.,, me . 
(iii) If R = CA R, is any decomposition of R as direct sum of a set 
{R,}A,A of indecomposable left R-submodules R, of R, then for each p E B the set 
A(B) = {A E A: A, s Ie} contains exactly me members. 
(i) 1, is indecomposable (for a given ,!I E B), because ~(1,) = S, is 
simple; this means that every nonzero submodule of IB contains ~(1,). In view 
of this and (1.5~) (ii), we can prove (i) if we can prove that u(J) is simple, 
for any indecomposable injective J E M(R). Suppose, to the contrary, that 
U(J) = Vi @ Va , where Vi , Va are nonzero submodules of U(J). Let Oi: 
I’, - Ji be a minimal injective embedding of Vi (i = 1, 2). Then we have 
two minimal injective embeddings of a(/), viz. O1 + 0,: u(J) + Ji @ ]a , and 
the inclusion map inc: u(J) -P J. By (1.5d), Ji @ /a s J, contradicting the 
indecomposability of J. 
(ii) Let Ooi: SBi + Joi be a minimal injective embedding of Sai 
(p E B, i = I,..., ms). We know that R s (k) @ R is injective as left R- 
module, by (1Sa). Therefore we have two minimal injective embeddings of 
u(R), viz. C O,,: u(R) + 2 Joi (this C Jai is an external direct sum, and is 
injective by (1.5b)), and inc: u(R) -+ R. By (1.5d) there exists an R-isomor- 
phism a: C JOi -+ R, such that a(z @,,) = inc. Define IBi = a(]& (/3 E B, 
i -= 1 ,..., me). All statements of (ii) now follow easily. 
(iii) By (1.4a) (iii), u(R) = C u(R,). By (i), each u(R,,) is simple. Then 
(iii) is a corollary of (1.3b) (ii). Th’ IS completes the proof of (1Sg). 
It is worth mentioning that the argument used in the proof of (ii), above, 
can be used to prove the following fact. 
(1.5h). Let I E M(R) be injective, and let u(I) = C TA be any decomposi- 
tion of u(I) as direct sum of simple left R-submodules T,, of o(I) (A E A). Then 
there exists a decomposition I = C JA of I as direct sum of indecomposable left 
R-submodules JA of I, such that u( JA) = TA (A E A). 
Since such a decomposition of u(l) always exists, we have proved that 
every injective left R-module can be written as a direct sum of indecomposable 
injective submodules. 
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We conclude this section with a lemma which will be needed in Section 2. 
Let V E M(R) be finite-dimensional, and let 
v = v, > v, > ... > v, = 0 (1.5.2) 
be a composition series of V. For each /3 E B, define 718(V) to be the number 
of factors in (1.5.2) which are isomorphic to S, . Let Da = End,(&), 
dLi = dim DO , as in (1.3b). Then 
(1.5i). na( V) = (I/d,) dim Hom,( V, I,), for all a E B. 
Write (X, Y) for Hom,(X, Y), for any X, YE M(R). If OL, /3 E B, every R- 
morphism 0: S, + I maps S, into u(.Z& g S, , and it follows that (S, , IB) z 
(S, , S,), as K-spaces. Therefore, dim(S, , Ia) = da or zero, according as 
cu=pora#p. 
We prove (1.5i) by induction on the composition length f of V. If f = 0, 
it is trivially true. Suppose f > 1, and that V/V, z S, (CY E B). There is a 
short exact sequence 0 - Vi + V + S, 4 0 in M(R), and, since I0 is 
injective, this gives rise to a short exact sequence 0 + (Vi , &) + (V, I,) + 
(S, ,Ia) --+ 0 in M(k). Th us dim( V, 1& = dim( Vi , la) + dim(S, ,1,J = 
d,n,(Vi) + den,(S,), by induction hypothesis and the remarks above. But 
this last sum is clearly equal to d,n,( V), and so (1.5i) is proved. 
1.6. Blocks 
As an application of theorem (1.5g), we shall show how Brauer’s theory of 
blocks9 can be extended to coalgebras. Let {So}a.8 , {l&EB be defined as in 
(1.5g). Elements /?, /7 of B are defined to be adjacent if either Hom,(lB , &) # 0 
or Horn,&, , Ia) $- 0, or both. An equivalence relation N on B is then 
defined by saying that fl N y if there exists a finite sequence /J = /3,, , 
p1 ,..., Ign = y of elements of B, such that pi-i , pi are adjacent for i = I ,..., n. 
Index the equivalence classes Bl(p) = Bl,(p) of N by a suitable set P; B is 
then the disjoint sum of these classes Bl(p) (p E P). 
DEFINITION. The classes Bl(p) (p E P) are called the blocks of R. We shall 
also say that Se , Ia bdong to Bl(p), if p E Bl(p). 
For each p E P, define R to be the sum of all the terms Ifli in (1.5. I), for 
which B E Bl(p). Then we have 
R=xR, (direct sum). (1.6.1) 
DEP 
The R,, (p E P) are called the block components of R. 
9 See [l, $9.61. 
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(1.6a). Take afixed p E P. 
(i) R, is an (R, R)-submodule of R. 
(ii) R, = &Bl(p) cf (I&. Hence R, depends only on the bZock Bl(p), and 
not on the decomposition (1.51). 
(i) R, = (R, , p), being a sum of left modules & , is a left R-module. 
We have, therefore, to show that it is a right R-module. For this, it is enough 
to prove that, for any /3 E BI(p) and i E { I,..., mD}, &i) < lBi @ R, . Let 
q,j denote the projection R + Ivj afforded by (1.5.1), for any y E B,~G {l,...,m,}. 
Suppose that (1, @ rrYj) ~(lgi) # O,l” for some y, i. Recalling that II: Iai + 
(Isi) @ R is a left R-morphism (see proof of (1.2g)(ii)), we then have a 
nonzero left R-morphism (1, @ Q)P: lai + (l,rBi) @ IYi . It follows that 
Hom,(l,ji , rYj) f 0, hence that /3, y are adjacent, and so IYj < R . It is clear 
now that p(la,) < lai @ R, . 
(ii) Since R, is an (R, R)-submodule of R, R, = cf(R,) by (1.2f). By 
the definition of R, , together with (1.2c)(iii), cf (R,) is the sum of the cf (loi) = 
cf (I,) for all /3 E Bl(p). This completes the proof of (1.6a). 
Suppose that R = A, @ A,, where A,, A, are (R, R)-submodules of R. 
Each Ai , being an injective left R-module, can be written as a direct sum 
of indecomposable injective left R-submodules, by (1.5h). For each i == 1,2, 
let Bi denote the set of all p E B such that Ai has a direct summand isomorphic 
to la . By (1.5h) again, B, U B, = B. If /I E Bi , and JB is a left submodule of 
A, with Ja g 1,) then Ja < cf(/& = cf(I& < cf(Ai) = Ai ((1.2c), (1.2f)). 
Thus p E B, n B, would imply cf(1,) < A, n A, = 0, which is false. 
Therefore B, n B, = a. 
Now let /3, 6’ E B be adjacent; say Horn,& , Q) # 0. Then 1a has a 
nonzero factor module, V, say, which is isomorphic to a submodule of la, . 
By (1.2c), 0 # cf (V) < cf (la) n cf (la,). Therefore /I, p’ both lie in B, , or 
both in B, . It now follows easily that each Bi is a union of ,--classes, i.e., 
of bIocks; but the argument in the preceding paragraph shows that -4, = 
x cf (I,), the sum being over p E B,; therefore Ai is a sum of block components 
R, . We deduce 
(1.6b). Each block component R, is an indecomposable (R, R)-module. The 
decomposition (1.6.1) is a refinement of any decomposition of R as direct sum of 
(R, R)-submodules. 
Let ‘$JP == (I’ E M(R): cf (V) < R,}. Then !I3 is a pseudovariety of M(R), 
for all p E P (see Sect. 1.3). Sometimes it is convenient to say that I’ E M(R) 
“belongs to the block Bl(p)“, if I’ E !I3,, . In general, an R-module V does 
‘” I, is the identity map on 1~~ . 
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not belong to any block. But we show next that V has a canonical decomposi- 
tion as a direct sum of submodules, one in each ‘$3, (p E P). In particular, this 
shows that each indecomposable V E M(R) belongs to a block Bl(p), which is 
uniquely determined by V. 
(1.6~). Let V E M(R), and let V, be the unique maximal submodule of V 
which lies in vp (p E P). Then V = xpCp V, (direct sum). 
Let V = (V, T). By (1.2a), (1.2b) we find that V, is the set of all ‘u E V such 
that r(n) E V @ R, . Let {rip}ien(p) be a k-basis of R, (p E P), so that 
{yip: i E n(p), P E P> is a basis of R. Take any u E V, and write ~(a) = 
IL, vip 0 rip . BY WI) 
c +iA 0 yir, = c nip 0 PL(~iP). (I .6.2) 
id i,P 
Since ,u(Rp) < R, @ R, , the right side of (1.6.2) lies in V @ R, @ R, , and 
comparison with the left side shows that T(v+) E V @ R, , i.e., v)iP E V, , for 
all i E n(p), p E P. But u = (1 @ e) T(U) = xe(ri,) nip , by (M2). Therefore 
V = C V, . To prove that this sum is direct, observe that r( V,) -:.. L7 @ R, , 
for all p E P, and that the sum z V @ R, is direct, by (1.6.1). 
2. MODULAR THEORY 
In this chapter, an account is given of a modular theory for k-coalgebras. 
It is derived from (and can be regarded as a generalization of) Brauer’s 
modular theory for algebras (see [4, 11; I, Sect. 9.81). 
2.1. The Modular Set- Up 
The following definitions and assumptions will apply throughout this 
section. 
I. k is a field, and v : k* -+ Z is a discrete valuationl’ on k. o = 
{x E k: V(X) > 0} is the valuation ring, and p = {X E k: v(x) > 0) is the 
unique maximal ideal of o. F = o/p is the residue class field of V; we write 
8: o - F for the natural epimorphism. From the theory of discrete valuations, 
o is a principal ideal domain, integrally closed in its field of fractions k. Write 
p = rro (rr is any element of k with V(T) = 1; we keep r fixed from now on). 
Every element x # 0 of k can be written uniquely x = A, with i = v(x) E Z 
and u an invertible element of o. 
I1 See [IO, Chapter XIII]. Lang uses “multiplicative notation,” to which OUT 
“additive” notation can be converted by putting I x j = JCY’~I (c fixed real number, 
0 < c < 1). 
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II. R = (R, II, e) is a k-coalgebra. We assume that R contains a free 
o-form r; bv definition12, this means that r is a free o-submodule of R, 
having an o-basis {gw}weS1 which is also a k-basis of R, and such that 
(OFI) p(r)<r@r,and 
(OF 2) e(r) < o. 
III. S = (S, F, Z) is an F-coalgebra, having an F-basis (sJUEo . Define 
the surjective map 0: r + S by 
so that Ker 0 = nr, and 0 induces a bijection r/nr z S. The coalgebra 
structures of R and S are assumed to be related by the fact that the two 
following diagrams commute: 
(2.1.1) 
s f s @ s S--,-tF 
Remark 1. The conditions in III define the F-coalgebra S uniquely up to 
isomorphism. nloreover, if I, II are given, then III can always be satisfied: 
take S to be r/rrr ,write s, = g, + rr (W E Q) and give S its natural F-space 
structure. Then there are unique maps p: S 4 S @ S and Z: S -F such 
that the two diagrams in III commute, and (S, ,i& 8) is trivially verified to be 
an F-coalgebra. 
Remark 2. We shall operate a “bar convention”, that when convenient, 
a bar shall denote images under the maps 0: o + F and 8: r 4 S. This 
convention shall also apply to the maps B = 8,: W + W to be introduced 
in the next section. 
2.2. r-lattices in R-modules 
Given R, r, S as described above, modular representation theory aims to 
compare the categories M(R) and M(S). It does this through the intermediary 
of IYattices. Let V = (V, T) E M(R). Th en a r-lattice in V is, by definition, 
a free o-submodule W of V, which has an o-basis {w~}~~, which is also a 
k-basis of V, and which satisfies 
(rL) 7(~) G w 0 r. 
“? See the introduction. 
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If T = (tij) is the invariant matrix for R which is afforded by the basis {wJ 
of V, it follows from (TL) that all the coefficients tij lie in l? Conversely if 
{wi} is any k-basis of V, such that the coefficients of the corresponding 
invariant matrix all lie in r, then W = C owi is a F-lattice in V. 
Each r-lattice W in V gives rise to a left S-module W, as follows. Take 
W = W/rW, with its natural F-space structure. It is clear that there is a 
unique F-map ?: W + W @ S such that the following diagram commutes: 
Here Bw (sometimes abbreviated to 0) denotes the natural map of W onto W. 
One verifies at once that (m, ?) is a left S-module. The set (w~}~~, is an 
F-basis of W, which afford the invariant matrix T = (&). It is also easy to 
verify that T is an invariant matrix for S, whenever T = (tij) is an invariant 
matrix for R all of whose coefficients lie in r, by a direct argument. We have 
only to apply 0 @ 0 and 0, respectively, to the two equations in (1.1.3), and 
then use (2.1.1). 
The rest of this section is devoted to a series of lemmas which will show 
that in every left R-module V, there is always at least one r-lattice. 
(2.2a). Regard R = (R, p) as left R-module. Then r is a r-lattice in R. 
This is immediate from the definitions. 
(2.2b). Let W = C owi be a r-lattice in V = (V, 7) E M(R), {wi}isl 
being a k-basis of V. Let X be any k-space, and {x,},,~ any k-basis of X. 
Let X0 = C ox, . Then X0 @ W is a r-lattice in the left R-module (X) @ V = 
(X 0 v, 1, 0 4. 
{% 0 WiLa,ie, is an o-basis of X,, @ W, which is also a k-basis of X @ V. 
Moreover, X,, @ W satisfies the condition (n), since (lx @ T)(X,, @ W) < 
X0 @ W @ I’. This completes the proof. 
The next lemma makes use of the fact that o is a principal ideal domain. 
(2.2~). Let W be a r-lattice in V = (V, T) E M(R), and let V’ be a sub- 
module of V. Then V’ n W is a r-lattice in V’. 
V’ A W is a free o-module, because (as o-module) it is a submodule of the 
free o-module W (see [9, p. 441). Since kW = V, clearly k( V’ n W) = V’. 
Therefore, any o-basis of V’ A W is also a k-basis of V’. Since T( V’ n W) < 
(V’ @ R) n (W @ r) < (V’ n W) @ r, V’n W satisfies (rL); this com- 
pletes the proof. 
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(2.2d). Let V = (V, T) E M(R). Then there exists a r-lattice IV in I/. 
Take any k-basis {B~}~~, of I’, and let V0 = 2 OVA . By (2.2a) and (2.2b), 
V, @ r is a r-lattice in (I’) @ R. B u 7 maps I’ isomorphically onto the t 
submodule T(V) of (V) @ R. By (2.2c), then, T( I’) n (I’, @ r) is a r-lattice 
in T( I’). Therefore W == c’(T( V) n (I’, @ r)) is a r-lattice in I’. 
2.3. Lifting of S-Morphisms 
Suppose that I’ = (I’, T), V’ = (If’, 7’) are left R-modules, and that W, 
W’ are r-lattices in V, I”, respectively. Define 
Hom,( W, W’) = {< E Hom,( V, V’): l(W) < W’}. 
Thus Hom,( W, W’) is an o-submodule of the K-space Hom,( V, I”). 
If <E Hom,(W, W’), there is a unique F-map 5: W - W’ such that 
i&, = &,,iJ It is clear that 5 is an S-morphism. This correspondence [ + 5 
defines a natural map 
Hom,( W, W) + Hom,( W, W’), (2.3.1) 
which is, in general, not surjective. We say that an element 77 E Hom,( W, W’) 
can be lifted, if 7 is in the image of (2.3.1). 
There is one important case where (2.3.1) is surjective, namely when If’ 
is injective, and W’ is an injective r-lattice in I”, according to the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION. Let I = (1, a) E M(R) be injective, and let I, be a P-lattice 
in I, so that 01 induces a map 01: I,, + I, @ l? We shall say that I, is an injective 
r-lattice in 1, if there exists an R-morphism ,6: I @ R --z I such that ,% = 1, 
and ,!3(& @ r) < 1, . 
The last condition says that /3 E Hom,(l,, @ r, I,,). If such a ,f3 exists, then 
p E Horns& @ S, &,) and /% = identity map on & . Then 1, is an injective 
S-module, since it is isomorphic to a direct summand of the injective S- 
module (I& @ S (see (ISa)). 
EXAMPLE. r, which by (2.2a) is a r-lattice in the left R-module R = (R, p), 
is in fact an injective r-lattice. For we may take p = e @ 1 in the definition 
above. Of course I‘s S, which is (considered as object of M(S)) injective, 
by (1.5a). 
(2.3a). Let V = (V, T), I = (I, a) EM(R), I injective. Let W, I,, be 
r-lattices in V, I respectively, and assume that IO is an injective r-lattice. Then -- 
the map Hom,( W, I,) - Hom,( W, I,) is suvjective. 
&/-,.1/I-II 
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\Ve must show that, given 7 E Hom,( W, Zs), there is an R-morphism 5: V-+ Z 
such that t(W) ,< I,, and 5 = 71~ Let p: Z @ R + Z be the map provided 
by the definition above. Since W, I, are free o-modules, there exists a K-map 
[a: V - Z such that c,(W) < I, , and CO = 7. Define 5 = /3(& @ 1)~. The 
argument of the proof of (I .5a) shows that 5 E Hom,( V, Z). That t(W) < I, 
and that [ = 7 are easy to see. This completes the proof of (2.3a). 
An injective R-module Z E M(R) will be said to have finite width, if each 
simple S, E M(R) has finite multiplicity in the socle o(Z) of Z. For example, 
R itself, considered as left R-module, if of finite width (see (1.3b)). 
(2.3b). Let V, I, W, IO be as in (2.3a), and assume further that dim V < 03 
and that I has$nite width. Then 
dim, Hom,( V, I) = dim, Hom,( W, I,,) < CO 
(1.5h), (1.5i) show that dim, Hom,(V, I) < CO. If (01~ ,..., CX,} is a k-basis 
of Hom,( V, I), then for every a: E Hom,(V, I), a(V) lies in the finite- 
dimensional subspace I* = 01i( V) + ... + a,(V) of I. In particular, each 
a: E Hom,(W, I,,) maps W into Z* n I,, , which is a finitely-generated o- 
module. It is also clear that k . Hom,(W, I,) = Hom,(V, I). Therefore 
Hom,(W, I,,) has an o-basis {PI ,..., fl,}. By (2.3a), {/?i ,..., /33 is an F-basis of 
Hom,( W, I,,); now (2.6b) follows at once. 
2.4. Lifting of injective S-modules 
Throughout this section we shall make the following new hypothesis: 
(C) The discrete valuation v is complete on k; equivalently, the valuation 
ring o is complete with respect to the metric topology defined by the powers 
of p = no. 
Under this hypothesis, we shall show that every injective J E M(S) can be 
“lifted” to M(R), i.e., that there exists an injective Z E M(R), and an injective 
r-lattice Z, in I, such that Z,, z J. The proof rests on Brauer’s idempotent 
lifting process13; a little extra care is needed in our case, because we are 
working with o-modules which may not be finitely generated. 
(2.4a). Regard R, S as left R-, S-modules, respectively. Zf v2 = 7 E End,(S), 
then there exists 5” = 5 E End,(Z) = Hom,(Z, r’), such that 1 = 7. 
Z’ is an injective r-lattice in R, and so by (2.3a) there is some I1 E End,(r) 
such that 5, = 7. Construct the Brauer sequence of elements 5, , {a ,... in 
I3 See [I, Theorem 9.8E]. 
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End,(r), by the inductive definition {i+l = & + xi - 2cixi (i > 1). This 
sequence has the properties 
for all i > 1. We want to show that the sequence has a limit, i.e., that there 
exists some [ E End,(r) such that 
u Y> - l( Y)7 for all y E r. 
Take a fixed y in r. Then the (R, R)-submodule Y = cf(( y))14 of R, 
is invariant to all (Y E End,(R). F orif Y’ = a(Y), thencf(Y’) < cf(Y)((1.2c)). 
Therefore Y’ < cf(Y) = Y ((1.2f)). Th is shows that all the c,(y) (; > 1) 
lie in Y n r, which is a finitely-generated o-module. Thus the sequence 
(&( y))+r , being a Cauchy sequence on Y n r, has a limit, which we denote 
c(y). It is now easy to verify that 5 E End,(r), and that f = 7. This completes 
the proof of (2.4a). 
(2.4b). Let S = J @ J’, where J, J’ are left S-submodules of S. Then 
there exist left R-submodules I, I’ of R such that R = I @I’; IO = In I’, 
I,’ = I’ n r are injective r-lattices in I, I’ respectively, and I,, = J, I,’ = J’. 
There is an idempotent 7 E End,(S) such that J = 7(S), J’ = (1 - q)(S). 
Use (2.4a) to lift 7 to an idempotent 5 E End,(r), and define I == l(R), 
I’ = (1 - l)(R). Then I, I’ h ave all the properties required (notice in parti- 
cular that I,, = t(r), I,’ = (1 - Q(r)). Th’ 1s completes the proof of (2.4b). 
(2.4~). Every indecomposable injective J E M(S) can be “lifted” to M(R), 
i.e., there exists an injective I E M(R), and an injective r-lattice I,, in I, such 
that I,, g J. Moreover I can be taken to be a direct summand of R, and hence 
of $nite width. 
J can be taken to be a direct summand of S; now use (2.4b). 
It is now clear that every injective /EM(S) can be lifted to M(R), since 
by (1.5h) J is a direct sum of indecomposable injectives. 
2.5. Modular Decomposition of Fnite-Dimensional R-Modules 
In this section we return to the hypotheses of Section 2.1; we do not assume 
that the “completeness” condition (C) holds. Let (F7)tET be a full set of simple 
left S-modules. If M is any finite-dimensional left S-module, let n,(M) denote 
the multiplicity of F, in a composition series of M, cf. (1.5i). Our first aim 
is the prove the following fundamental theorem on “modular decomposition”, 
due in the classical case to Brauer. 
I4 (y) is the left R-submodule of R generated by y. 
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(2.5a). Let V E M(R) be finite-dimensional, and W a r-lattice in V. Let 
C- E T. Then n,(W) depends only on V, i.e., it is the same for all r-lattices Win V. 
We shall prove (2.5a) by going to the completion K’ of k, and then using 
the results of Section 2.4. However (2.5a) can be proved without using 
completion (see [l, p. 114])-we take the more roundabout route because 
the scenery is better. 
It is well-known (see [IO, p. 2861) that there exists an extension R’ of R, and 
a discrete valuation v’ on k’ which extends our given valuation v, such that K’ 
is complete with respect to v’, and k’ is the closure of k. If o’, p’ are the 
valuation ring and its maximal ideal defined by v’, then p’ = TO’, and the 
inclusion o + o’ induces an isomorphism of F = o/p onto o’/p’, so that we 
shall identify of/p’ with F; let 0’: o’ + F be the natural epimorphism (which 
extends the map 0: o ---f F of Section 2.1, I). 
R’ = k’ @ R is given its natural k’-coalgebra structure by extension of 
coefficients. R’ has a free of-form r’ = 2 o’( 1 @ gw) (see Sect. 2.1, II). The 
map 0’: C zCO’( 1 @ gw) -+ C B’(z,‘) s, takes I” onto the same F-coalgebra S 
as was described in Section 2.1, III. 
If V = (V, T) E M(R), let V’ = k’ @ V be given its natural structure as 
left R’-module by extension of coefficients. If W = C ow( is a r-lattice in V, 
as in Section 2.2, then W’ = C o’(1 @ wi) is a P-lattice in V’. Moreover 
since o/.rro = o’/rro’ we can identify W’/rrW’ = w’ with WjrrW = W. 
Revert to the situation of (2.5a). Let J7 b e a minimal injective cover of F, . 
By (2.4~) there exists an injective left R’-module N, , and an injective 
r’-lattice iv,,, in N, , such that NT,, z J7 . We may also assume that N, has 
finite width (in M(R’)). Apply (2.3b), with V’, N, , W’, NT0 in place of V, I, 
W, I,,; remember also W’ = W. We have 
dim,, Hom,,( V’, N,) -= dim, Hom,( W, j7). (2.5.1) 
Since the left side of (2.5.1) does not depend on W, therefore dim, Hom,( W, J7) 
is the same, for all r-lattices Win V. But n,(W) = (l/6,) dim, Hom,(W, J7) 
by (1.5i), where 
6, = dim, Ends(F7). 
This completes the proof of (2.5a). 
Now take V to be a simple left R-module Sa (p E B). Let W, be a r-lattice 
in S, , For any 7 E T, define 
dBT = n,( We) = multiplicity of F, in a composition series of We . (2.5.2) 
The integers de7 (fi E B, 7 E T), which are well-defined by (2.5a), are called 
the decomposition numbers of R, r, S. 
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Let d, = dim, End,(&), and let N, be an injective left R’-module as 
described above. Define 
D,, = & dim,, Horn&Se’, N,). 
B 
(2.53) 
Formula (25.1) shows that Da, is independent of the choice of N, , and that 
there holds “Brauer’s reciprocity law” 
4% = &de (/3 E B, 7 E T). (2.5.4) 
The integers Da7 are better understood if we make two special hypotheses- 
in fact satisfied in most applications so far studied. They are 
(HI) k’ @ S, = S,’ is a simple R’-module, for all p E B, and 
(H2) R is semisimple (see Sect. 1.3). 
By (H 2) and (1.3b), R can be written as direct sum of simple left R-sub- 
modules. Then (HI) shows that R’ = k’ @ R is equally a direct sum of 
simple left R’-modules, and so R’ is semisimple. In particular, N is a semi- 
simple R’-module (see (1.3c)), and it is clear from (2.5.4) that 
(2.5b). Under hypotheses (Hl), (H2), De, is the multiplicity of Se’ in N,; 
in other words, N, has a direct decomposition as sum of simple submodules, of 
which exactly De7 are isomorphic to S,‘, for any /3 E B, 7 E T. 
Remark 1. In proving (2Sb), observe de = dim,t End,(S,‘). 
Remark 2. If (Hl) holds, but not (H2), we still have that Da7 is the 
multiplicity of S,’ in u(N,). 
In the finite-dimensional theory (i.e., when dim R < co), the Cartan 
invariants c,, are defined, for any T, u E T, by c,, = n,(JJ. From (1.5i), 
(2.3b) one finds 
CT, = $ dim, Hom,(J, , JT) = + dim,* Hom,(N, , N,). 
i 7 
If (Hl), (H2) also hold, we deduce15 from (2.5b) and (2.5.4) 
cm = C 4, De, . 
!3EB 
(2.5.5) 
In general, the Cartan invariants are infinite. However, (2.5.5) is still valid 
in the restricted sense that, for given 7, u E T, c,, # 0 if and only if there is 
some fl E B such that de, # 0, D,, # 0. Moreover, (2.5.4) shows that De” # 0 
I5 Cf. [l, p. 1171. 
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if and only if day # 0. We leave it to the reader to supply a formal proof of 
the proposition which is suggested by these considerations: 
(2.5~). Let 7, u E T. Under hypotheses (HI), (H2), 7, u are adjacent (in the 
sense of Section 1.6) if and only if th ere exists ,!I E B such that dp+ # 0 and 
4” # 0. 
Remark 3. In (2.5~) there is no reference to the completion k’, except 
in so far as this comes into (HI). If we assume that all the S, are absolutely 
simpZe (i.e., d, = 1, all p E B) then (Hl) is automatically satisfied. 
3. APPLICATIONS AND EXAMPLES 
In this chapter, we shall indicate directions in which coalgebra theory 
might be applied. 
3.1. Representations of linear algebraic groups 
Let K be an algebraically closed field containing k, and G a group. Let 
s(G, K) denote the K-space of all functions f: G + K; F(G, K) is a 
commutative K-algebra, whose unit element u takes each x E G to 1. 
Let n be a fixed positive integer; we shall denote the general linear group 
GL(n, K) by GL. Define yij , 6 E F(GL, K) as follows: if x = (xii) E GL, then 
y&x) = xij and 6(x) = (det x)-l. Th en define k[GL] to be the k-subalgebra 
of F(GL, K) generated by the elements yij (i,j E {I,..., n}) and 6. If K[GL] is 
defined in the same way (taking k = K), it is easy to see that k[GL] is a 
“k-structure” on K[GL], i.e., that the K-map K OK k[GL] ---f K[GL] which 
takes A @f -+ Af (A E K, f E k[GL]) is a bijection.r6 
If G is a subgroup of GL, there is a map p,,: F(GL, K) + %(G, K) which 
takes each f: GL ---f K to its restriction fc: G ---f K. Write v,(k[GL]) = k[Gj; 
we have now a short exact sequence of k-algebras 
0 + J 4 k[GL] % k[G] -+ 0, (3.1 .l) 
in which v is induced by v,, , and J is the ideal Ker v of k[GL]. We shall 
assume that G is a closed subgroup of GL(n, K) defned over k, i.e., that G = 
{X E GL: f(x) = 0 for all f E J}. Such a group G is called a linear algebraic 
group. 
The k-algebra R = k[G] is the coordinate ring (or afine ring) of G over k. 
The group structure gives rise to k-algebra maps 
P:R+R@kR, i: R + R, e: R + k; (3.1.2) 
I6 See [2, Chapter AG, p. 401. 
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p is induced by the map G x G + G taking (x, y) --f xy, i by the map G + G 
taking x -+ x-t, while e( f ) = f( 1) for alIfE R. It is well-known that (R, p, e) 
is a k-coa1gebra.l’ 
Suppose that U is a left KG-module (KG is the group algebra of G over K). 
A (rational) k-structure on U is a k-subspace U, of U, having a k-basis {u~}~~, 
which is also a K-basis of U, and such that the functions t,,: G + K which 
result from the equations 
xvj = c tij(x)v, (~EI,xEG) (3.1.3) 
&I 
all belong to R = k(G). If U is locally finite (as KG-module), then the matrix 
T = (tij)i,je, is column-finite, and it follows from (3.1.3) and the module 
axioms that T is an invariant matrix for R, in the sense of Section 1. I. Then 
we may define T: U, + U, @ R by equations (1 .l.l), and (U, , T) is a left 
R-module. It is clear that this R-module is independent of the k-basis of U, 
which we have used to define it. 
Define a category M,(KG) whose objects are all pairs (U, U,), where U is 
a locally finite left KG-module and U, is a rational k-structure on U. The 
morphisms between two such objects (U, U,), (u’, U,‘) are, by definition, 
those KG-maps 01: U + U’ such that a(U,) < U,‘. We have just seen that 
every object (U, U,) in M,(KG) gives rise to an object U, = (U, , T) in 
M(R). Conversely, given V = (V, T) E M(R), let T = (tij) be the invariant 
matrix for R afforded by a k-basis (zQ)~~, of V. Embed V in V, = K (& V 
by identifying 1 @ v with v (v E V). Th en V, can be made into a KG-module 
by means of (3.1.3), and (V, , V) is an object of Mk(KG). As before, this 
object is independent of the basis {vi} used to define it. If 8: V---f V’ is a 
morphism in M(R), we see at once that lK @ 0: VK -+ V,’ is a morphism in 
M,(KG), and that 
(3. la). The correspondences V + (V, , V), 0 + 1 L @ 0 define an equiv- 
alence of categories M(R) + Mk( KG). 
(3.la) shows how to apply the theorems of chapter 1 to the theory of k- 
rational, locally finite representations of G. For example R = k[G], considered 
as object of M(R), corresponds to the object (K[G], k[(=l) of M,(KG); 
Theorem (1 .Sg) gives a decomposition of this object as direct sum of inde- 
composable injective subobjects. 
Remark 1. If k = K, M,(KG) may be identified with the category of all 
locally finite, rational KG-modules. 
Remark 2. If k < K, the question arises, can the same locally-finite 
I7 See [2, Chapter I, $1.51. 
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left KG-module have two essentially different rational k-structures; more 
precisely, given objects (U, U,), (U’, U,‘) in M,(KG), and given a KG 
isomorphism is: U + u’, does there exist a KG-isomorphism 01: U - U 
such that a( U,) = U,’ ? In fact the answer to this question is yes, if 
dim, U < co. For it comes to this, given two n x n invariant matrices 
(n finite) such that PSP--1 = T for some P E GL(n, K), does there exist 
PO E GL(n, k) such that POSP;l = T? The affirmative answer to this follows 
from a theorem of Noether (see [S]). 
3.2. Linear Algebraic Groups: Modular Theory 
The modular theory of linear algebraic groups is due to Chevalley [7]; 
we follow here the exposition of Bore1 [3]. With the notation of Sections 3.1 
and 2.1, I, let o[GL] denote the o-subalgebra of k[GL] which is generated by 
the yij (i,jE{l,..., n}) and 6. Define JO = jn o[GL] and o[G] = v(o[GL]). 
Thus o[(=l is the o-subalgebra of k[G] which is generated by the q(yii) and 
v(6), and (3.1.1) gives rise to the exact sequence of o-algebras which is the 
second row of the “modular diagram” below. 
The set o[GL] ’ f zs ree as o-module-to prove this, let A be the set of all 
monomials 
in the n2 functions yij (i,j E {l,..., n}). We can regard the yij as indeterminates, 
and by giving them a suitable linear ordering, we get a lexicographic ordering 
on A; let this be done in such a way that yllyz2 ,..., ynn is the leading term 
of the polynomial d = det(yii). Let A’” be the subset of J&’ consisting of 
those monomials X which are not divisible by yllyz2 ..* ynn . It is easy to see 
that J is an o-basis of the polynomial domain o[... yij ...I module 
A . o[... yii . ..I. and it follows that the set 
is an o-basis of o[GL]. It is clear, then, that a is also a k-basis of k[GL]. 
The set o[q is generated as o-module by v(9), but in general is not free 
as o-module. However o[G] is o-torsion-free, and since o is a principal ideal 
domain, this implies that o[G] is flat. It follows that the third row of the 
modular diagram is exact (notice that @ = oO, and F is regarded as o-module). 
The first row of vertical arrows represent maps of the form A + 1 @ A. 
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0 ----I p---t k[GL] -~ + k[G] - 0 
(I - Jo - o[GL] -+ o[G] - 0 
1 1 1 
o---tF~J,~~~FOo[GL]~FOo[Gl---tO 
j’ 1 j 1 1 k 
0 -----f JF -r F[GL] ?---f F[G,] -- 0 
The modular diagram 
To construct the fourth row of the modular diagram, let E be any alge- 
braically closed field containing F. There is an F-algebra isomorphism j of 
F @ o[GL] onto the coordinate ring F[GL] over F of GL(n, E), which maps 
1 @ yij and 1 @ 6, respectively, to the functions rij: y + yij and 8: y + 
(det y)-’ ( y = ( yii) E GL(n, E)). Clearly, JF = j( 1 @ i)(F @ J,,) is an ideal 
of F[GL]. Define 
GE = {y E GL(n, E):f( y) = 0 for allfs JF). 
Then GE is a closed subgroup of GL(n, E) defined over F (see [3, p. 181). Let 
F[G,] be the coordinate ring of GE over F, q: F[GL] --+ F[G,] the restriction 
map and IF = Kerq. The F-algebra maps j’, h are determined by the 
requirement that the modular diagram commute. 
By the Nullstellensatz JF consists of all elements of F[GL] which are 
nilpotent modulo JF . Consequently Ker h is equal to the nil-radical 
lt(F @ o[Gj) of F @ o[G]. We make next two definitions, of which the first 
is due to Bore1 [3, p. 171. 
DEFINITION 1. If n(F @ o[G]) = 0 ( i.e., if h is an isomorphism), we shall 
say that the reduction of G to GE is good. 
DEFINITION 2. If o[G] is free as o-module, we shall say that the reduction 
of G to GE is faithful. 
We can now give conditions under which the modular theory of Section 2 
can be applied to rational representations of G and GE. 
(3.2a). If the closed subgroups G, GE of GL(n, K), GL(n, E) are as described 
above, and ;f the reduction of G to GE is faithful, then r = o[G] is a free 
o-form of the k-coaZgebra R = k[Gj (see Sect. 2.1, II). If the reduction is also 
good, then the map 0: o[G] -+ F[G,] (composite of the right-hand vertical 
arrows in the modular diagram) satisjies the conditions of Section 2.1, III, with 
r = o[G] and S = F[G,]. 
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The proof of (3.2a) follows easily from the definitions just given, and those 
in Section 2.1. 
Under the hypothesis that the reduction of G to GE is both faithful and 
good, the “modular reduction” of an object (U, U,) of M,(KG) proceeds as 
follows. U, is an object of M(R), and therefore there is a r-lattice W in it 
((2.2d)). Any basis {w~}~~, of W affords an invariant matrix T = (tij) for 
R = k[Gl, whose coefficients tij all lie in I’ = o[Gl. Then B(T) = (e(t,j)) = 
(&) is the invariant matrix for S = F[G,] afforded by the basis (wi} of 
W/rW(r F 0s W). Thus, we have defined an object ( iVE , W) of M,(EG,). 
Decomposition numbers describing this passage from Mk(KG) to IIIF(EGE) 
can be defined to be the decomposition numbers of Section 2.5. 
The following criterion of $deZity is available under the hypothesis (C) 
that D is complete (see Sect. 2.4). 
(3.2b). If o is complete, and if G is the closure of G, = G n GL(n, o) 
in the algebraic variety GL(n, K), then the reduction of G to GE is faithful. 
o[G] is a countably generated, torsion-free o-module, hence o[G] = r, @ D, 
where D is the maximum divisible o-submodule of o[G], and r, is a free 
o-module [9, Theorem 201. Let d E D and g E G, . Since d E o[G] and 
g E GL(n, o) (i.e., all the coefficients gii E o, and also (detg))l E o) we have 
d(g) E o. But since d is divisible, then r-id E D for all i E 2; thus &d(g) E o 
for all i E 2, which implies d(g) = 0. We have then d(g) = 0 for all g E G, , 
d E D. Since G, is dense in G, this gives D = 0; hence o[G] = I’, is a free 
o-module. 
EXAMPLE 1. CHEVALLEY GROUPS. Let TK g --f gl( V) be a representation 
of a complex semisimple Lie algebra on a C-space V of dimension n, and let 
V, be an “admissible Z-form” of V (see [3, Sect. 21). Then there is defined, 
for each algebraically closed field K, a Chevalley group G = Gn,K, which is 
a closed (and also connected) subgroup of GL(n, K), defined over any subfield 
k of K [3, Section 31. Fix r and V, . Let K have characteristic zero, and let p 
be a prime number. Assume that K > k > Q (Q is the rational field), and 
that v extends the p-adic valuation on Q. Let E be an algebraically closed 
extension of F (which has characteristic p). Then Chevalley’s theorem 
[7; 3, Sect. 41 says that (GVeK)a can be canonically identi$ed with G?r,E, and the 
reduction of G?r,K to GrrSE is good and faithful. The proof that the reduction is 
good, is given in [3, Sect. 41. That the reduction is faithful, follows from the 
fact that o[G’l can be identified with an o-subalgebra of o[ U-1 @ o[H] @ O[ u] 
(see either [7, Prop. I] or [3, Sects. 4.9, 4.101). The last algebra is free as 
o-module, and therefore so is o[G]. 
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Winter [14] has calculated the decomposition numbers for this reduction 
in the case G = SL(2, K). 
EXAMPLE 2. FINITE LINEAR GROUPS. Examples of every combination 
of infidelity and badness occur among the finite subgroups of GL(n, k). Any 
such group G is a closed subgroup of GL(n, K), and is defined over k. The 
coordinate ring k[Gj has as k-basis the set of functions 5, (X E G), where 
&(g) = I or 0 according as g = x or g # x (g E G). 
Let G, = G n GL(n, o). If g E G is not in G, , one finds easily that &I& 
belongs to o[G], for every i E Z. It follows that o[G] = r, @ D, where 
r, is a free o-module of rank / G, I, and D is the maximum divisible o-sub- 
module of o[G’j (cf. proof of (3.2a)). S ince F &, D = 0, our modular reduc- 
tion will obliterate all trace of elements of G which are not in G,; in fact 
the reduction of G to G, is faithful ;f and only if G = G, . The group GE 
can be identified as the subgroup B(G,) of GL(n,F), obtained by applying 
to G, to map GL(n, o) - GL(n, F) derived from 0: D + F. By applying 
classical modular theory to the o-order r, in the k-algebra kr, , we find that 
the reduction of G to GE is good ;f and only if the map 0: G, + B(G,) is an 
isomorphism. 
3.3. Locally Finite Representations of k-Algebras 
Let A be any associative k-algebra with unit element 1, and let 9 = 
Z(A, k) be the k-space of all linear maps f: A + k. The multiplication map 
A@A+A(x@y+xy)inducesalinearmap~:5?(A,k)+~(A@A,k). 
Identify 5? @ 2 with a subspace of P(A @ A, k), by identifying f @g 
(f, g E 2) with the function which takes x @ y to f(x) g( y) (x, y E A). We 
now define 
PO = ZO(A, k) = {f E Z’(A, k): p(f) E 9 @ Z}. 
It is not hard to see that ~(9~) < P0 @ 2s) and that if e: s0 - k is defined 
by e( f ) = f (1) (f E dpO), then (6p0 , CL, e) is a k-coalgebra. 
Let I’ be any (left, unitary) A-module. Any k-basis {w~}~~, of V atfords an 
“invariant matrix” T = (tii)i,je, , whose coefficients tij are the elements of 2 
given by the equations 
awj = C tij(a)ni (aEA,jEl). 
ial 
(3.3.1) 
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It is easy to see that V is locally finite if and only if T is column-finite, and 
that in this case (although not in general) the space cf(V) spanned by the 
tij (i, j ~1) is independent of the basis {v,)-moreover, (still under the 
assumption that V is locally finite) cf( V) < Z0 . 
A little more generally, let R be any (9s) dP,)-submodule of 9s , i.e., R is 
a subspace of Z0 such that p(R) < R @ R. Define M(A, R) to be the full 
subcategory of Mod(A), whose objects are those locally finite A-modules 
for which cf( V) < R. Each such V gives rise to an object (V, T) of M(R), 
defining 7 by the equations (1.1.1). Conversely given ( V, T) E M(R), we use 
(1 .l.l) to define the invariant matrix T = (tij), and then use (3.3.1) to make 
V into an A-module, object of M(A, R). Finally if V, V’ E M(A, R)- so that 
V, V’ can also be regarded as objects of M(R)- then a R-map 8: V --) V’ 
is an A-map if and only if it is an R-morphism. This shows that the categories 
M(A, R) and M(R) are equivalent. 
EXAMPLE 1. If dim A < co, then 9 @ 9 = 9(/l @ A, K) and there- 
fore .5&, = 9. Since every A-module is locally-finite, the category M(A, go) 
coincides with Mod(A). In this way the representation theory of finite- 
dimensional K-algebras can be subsumed under the representation theory of 
K-coalgebras. 
EXAMPLE 2. GROUP ALGEBRA OF AN INFINITE CYCLIC GROUP. Let A = KG, 
where G is an infinite cyclic group with generator X. We identify 5?(A, K) 
with 9(G, K), and define F”(G, Fz) = 9s(A, k). 
For each a E Fz* = K\(O), define a kG-module V, , with K-basis {~~}~=~,r,.,. , 
on which x acts by: XV,, = an,, , xoi = au,-r + azli (i 3 1). This is locally 
finite, and (~3 affords the invariant matrix 
where X, , 7i E 9 are given, for any a E K*, i E Z,, , by A,(P) = an, TV = 
(;) (n E 2). By what has been said above, we may regard V, as left sa-module, 
and T, as an invariant matrix for so . If we assume that K is algebraically 
closed, we find from Jordan’s matrix theorem that every indecomposable 
finite-dimensional KG-module is isomorphic to one of the modules V,,, = 
K~v,f*~*fk-v,-,, for some m > 1, a E k*, and that {V1,a: a E k*} 
is a full set of simple KG-modules (or&-modules). It is not hard to deduce that 
(3.3.2) 
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where I, = cf( L’J (CZ E K*). I, has K-basis (T&: i 3 0}, and the map CC 
Va --t I, given by CX(ZJ = T& (i > 0) is a left Fa-module isomorphism. The 
socle of V, is Yr,, , hence ~(1,) = li . A, = cf( V,,,) is simple; it follows that 
the sum (3.3.2) is direct, and that {ICC: a E k*} is a full set of injective inde- 
composable left &-modules. Because RG is commutative, every left 9& 
submodule of 6, is also a right FO-module, hence (3.3.2), as well as providing 
an example of the decomposition (1.5. l), is also the “block decomposition” 
(see (1.6.1)) of FO. 
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